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 Conjunctions 
Tear a piece of paper in two and show children how it can be joined with glue or sticky tape. Now 
write two sentences on board. Show children how these two can be joined, but this time instead of 
glue and sticky tape, we use a conjunction. 

The teacher will provide children with numerous simple and informal exercises, asking them 

to suggest suitable words to join the sentences. 

Eg :I washed the dishes. Father dried them. 

I washed the dishes and father dried them. 

Eg :You must hurry. You will miss the train. 

You must hurry or you will miss the train. 

                                

  

 

Unseen Poem 

 

How Creatures Move 

The lions walk on padded paws, 

The squirrel leaps from limb to limb, 

While flies can crawl straight up a wall, 

And seals can dive and swim. 

The worm he wriggles all around, 

The monkey swings by his tail, 

And birds may hop upon the ground 

Or spread their wings and sail. 

But boys and girls  

Have much more fun; 

They leap and dance 

And walk and run. 

 

  

Choose the correct option. 

 
A1. What can the seals do? 

 

i) fly                 (ii)   dive and swim                     ( iii)   swing from branch to branch 

 

A2. According to the poem, which animal can walk on padded paws? 

 

i) lion                                (ii)  monkey                                        (iii) worm 



 

A3 Why do boys and girls have the most fun? 

 

A4. What do the birds do? 

 

A5. Write two pairs of rhyming words from the poem. 

 

A6.Give one word for the given phrase from the poem: 

• twist and turn with quick writhing movements 

 

 

A7.Arrange these movement words from slow to fast. 

run                   walk                    hop                    crawl 

 

A8. Why do you think movement of creatures is important? 

 

 


